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Geometrical Techniques for Estimating Numbers of Linear Extensions
BE´LA BOLLOBA´S, GRAHAM BRIGHTWELL AND ALEXANDER SIDORENKO
Let P be a two-dimensional order, and P any complement of P , i.e., any partial order whose
comparability graph is the complement of the comparability graph of P . Let e.Q/ denote the number
of linear extensions of the partial order Q. Sidorenko [13] showed that e.P/e.P/  nW, for any
two-dimensional partial order P . In this note, we use results from polyhedral combinatorics, and from
the geometry of R n , to give a companion upper bound on e.P/e.P/, as well as an alternative proof
of the lower bound. We use these results to obtain bounds on the number of linear extensions of a
random two-dimensional partial order.
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Throughout this note, P D .X; </ will be a finite partial order, with jX j D n. In fact, we
shall assume wherever convenient that X D TnU D f1; : : : ; ng.
For P D .X; </ a finite partially ordered set, let C.P/ denote the comparability graph of
P . The following result is well-known; see, e.g., Trotter [16].
THEOREM 1. A partial order P has dimension two if and only if the complement of C.P/
is also a comparability graph.
For P D .X; </ a two-dimensional order, let P denote any partial order on X such that
C.P/ is the complement of C.P/. For instance, if P is the intersection of linear orders L1
and L2 on X , then a suitable P can be constructed by intersecting L1 with the reversal L2 of
L2. Furthermore, all complements of P arise in this way.
For P D .X; </ a partial order, let e.P/ denote the number of linear extensions of P , i.e.,
the number of linear orders on X extending <. In a 1991 paper, Sidorenko [13] proved the
following result.
THEOREM 2. Let P D .X; </ be a two-dimensional partial order, with jX j D n, and
let P be a complement of P. Then e.P/e.P/  nW, with equality when and only when P is
series-parallel.
In this paper, we give an alternative, geometrical proof of this result. Sidorenko also asked
in [13] whether there was a matching upper bound of the form e.P/e.P/  cnnW; the following
theorem, again proved using geometrical techniques, provides an affirmative answer.
THEOREM 3. Let P D .X; </ be a two-dimensional partial order, with jX j D n, and let
P be a complement of P. Then
e.P/e.P/  .1C o.1//nW

2
n r 2
n
D .2C o.1//
n
2e
n
:
As we shall discuss, a weaker upper bound, also answering Sidorenko’s question from [13],
follows from results of Kahn and Kim [8] — the techniques used there are also geometrical.
In fact, our proofs involve fairly little work, being a matter of applying various results from
polyhedral combinatorics and the geometry of Rn . The connection between e.P/ and the
volume of the polyhedra is made clear by a result of Stanley [14]. Before stating this, we need
a few definitions.
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For P D .TnU; <P / a partial order, define the order polytope of P to be
O.P/ D fx 2 T0; 1Un V xi  x j whenever i <P jg:
Much of the interest in the order polytopeO.P/ stems from the simple fact that vol.O.P// D
e.P/=nW. In itself, this is not so useful, as the shape of the order polytope does not have a
particularly pleasant form.
Stanley [14] proved a remarkable theorem relating the order polytope to the chain polytope
C.P/ D
(
x 2 T0; 1Un V
X
i2C
xi  1 for every chain C of P
)
:
Stanley’s theorem is as follows.
THEOREM 4. For any finite partially ordered set P, vol.C.P// D vol.O.P// D e.P/=nW.
Kahn and Kim [8] realized and exploited the power of Stanley’s theorem for estimating
the number of linear extensions of a partial order. They used various results from polyhedral
theory and applied them to the chain polytope; we review some of these results below, as we
shall also need them.
The definition of C.P/ makes it clear that it is really a polytope associated with the compa-
rability graph of P . Indeed, given any graph G with vertex set TnU, define the fractional stable
set polytope of G to be
F S.G/ D
(
x 2 T0; 1Un V
X
i2C
xi  1 for every clique C of G
)
:
Thus C.P/ D F S.C.P//, and Theorem 4 implies that
e.P/ D nWVol.F S.C.P///:
Another closely related polytope is the stable set polytope S.G/ of the graph G, which is
defined as the convex hull of the incidence vectors of all stable sets in G. It is obvious that
S.G/  F S.G/ for all graphs G. The proof of the Perfect Graph Theorem given by Lova´sz
in 1972 [9] is essentially based around a proof of the following result.
THEOREM 5. S.G/ D F S.G/ if and only if G is perfect.
Proofs of this, along with accounts of related results, can also be found in Gro¨tschel, Lova´sz
and Schrijver [7] and in Toft [15]. Of course, comparability and incomparability graphs of
partial orders are perfect (for instance, by Dilworth’s Theorem), so Theorem 5 applies in our
setting.
We say that a subset S of the positive quadrant RnC is a convex corner if it is compact and
convex, has a non-empty interior, and is a down-set in the coordinate order on RnC. The next
lemma is very easy to check.
LEMMA 6. For any graph G of order n, F S.G/ is a convex corner in RnC. In particular,
the chain polytope of any finite partial order is a convex corner.
The antiblocker S of a convex corner S in RnC is the set
fy 2 RnC V y  x  1 for all x 2 Sg:
It is easy to see that the antiblocker of a convex corner is itself a convex corner, and that
.S/ D S for any convex corner.
For any graph G, it is clear that F S.G/ D S.G/; thus the following theorem is a consequence
of Theorem 5.
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THEOREM 7. For any graph G, F S.G/  F S.G/, with equality if and only if G is perfect.
Combining Theorems 4 and 7 gives us that, for P a two-dimensional partial order, and
S D F S.C.P//,
e.P/e.P/ D nW2Vol.S/Vol.S/:
One upper bound on this volume product can be derived instantly from the methods of Kahn
and Kim [8]. Indeed, they show that the volume of a convex corner S is at most .nn=nW/2−nH.S/,
where
H.S/ D min
x2S −
1
n
nX
iD1
log2 xi
is the entropy of S, and note in this context the result of Csiza´r, Ko¨rner, Lova´sz, Marton and
Simonyi [5] that H.S/ C H.S/ D log2 n for any S. Thus, Vol.S/Vol.S/  .nn=nW/2n−n ,
and we obtain
e.P/e.P/  nn :
On seeing this bound, which is already enough to answer the question posed by Sidorenko
in [13], one is naturally led to ask for the maximum (and, indeed, the minimum) value of
the volume product Vol.S/Vol.S/, over all convex corners S. These are in fact well-known
problems in the geometry of Rn , whose solutions we now discuss. To see the connection, we
need one more definition.
For a convex corner S in RnC, define its enlargement E.S/ to be the set
fx 2 Rn V .jx1j; jx2j; : : : ; jxnj/ 2 Sg:
Thus, E.S/ is the union of all sets that can be obtained from S by repeated reflections in the
axes. Therefore, Vol.E.S// D 2nVol.S/. The conditions for S to be a convex corner are
exactly those to ensure that E.S/ is the unit ball of some norm on Rn .
The polar Ao of a convex body A in Rn is the set
fy 2 Rn V jy  xj  1 for all x 2 Ag:
If A is the unit ball of some norm on Rn , then Ao is the unit ball of the dual norm. It is clear
that, for any convex corner S, .E.S//o D E.S/.
Santalo´’s Inequality [12] states that, for A the unit ball of some norm on Rn ,
Vol.A/Vol.Ao/  .Vol.Bn//2;
where Bn is the n-dimensional l2 unit ball. An immediate consequence is that, for any convex
corner S in RnC,
Vol.S/Vol.S/  .Vol.BnC//2;
where BnC is the intersection of Bn with the positive quadrant. There is a well-known formula
for the volume of Bn , which translates to the following for BnC:
Vol.BnC/ D

.=4/n=2=.n=2/W n even
.n−1/=2..n − 1/=2/W=nW n odd D .1C o.1//
e
2n
n=2 1p
n
:
As for a lower bound, it is a conjecture of Mahler that Vol.A/Vol.Ao/  4n=nW, for any
convex, centrally symmetric body A in Rn . This conjecture was proved in the case of a one-
unconditional body by Saint-Raymond [11]: a one-unconditional body is just the enlargement
of a convex corner. Thus Saint-Raymond’s Theorem says precisely that Vol.S/Vol.S/ 
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1=nW for any convex corner S. The extremal cases are exactly where S is the chain poly-
tope of a series-parallel order. Simpler proofs of Saint-Raymond’s Theorem were given by
Meyer [10] and Bolloba´s, Leader and Radcliffe [3]; for several generalizations, see Bolloba´s
and Leader [2], and Bolloba´s and Brightwell [1].
In summary, we have the following results.
THEOREM 8. For any convex corner S in RnC,
1
nW  Vol.S/Vol.S
/  .1C o.1//
e
2n
n 1
n
D .1C o.1// 1
nW

2
n r 2
n
:
Applying Theorem 8 to the fractional stable set polytope of a graph gives us the following
result.
THEOREM 9. For any graph G,
1
nW  Vol.F S.G//Vol.S.G//  .1C o.1//
1
nW

2
n r 2
n
:
Of course, if G is perfect, then Theorem 5 allows us to rewrite the inequalities above in
various ways. Now Theorem 9 in turn translates immediately, via Stanley’s Theorem, into the
desired results about two-dimensional partial orders.
THEOREM 10. For any two-dimensional n-element poset P, and any complement P of P,
nW  e.P/e.P/  .1C o.1//nW

2
n r 2
n
D .2C o.1//
n
2e
n
:
One way to view Theorem 10 is as a correlation inequality. If we treat the set of all linear
orders on the set X as a probability space, with all elements equally likely, and set AP ; AP
to be the events that the linear order is a linear extension of P and P , respectively, then
P.AP ^ AP / D 1=nW, since, using our earlier notation, L1 is the only linear order on X that
is simultaneously a linear extension of P and P . Therefore, the lower bound in Theorem 10
(which is Theorem 2, due to Sidorenko) states exactly that AP and AP are negatively correlated
(P.AP ^ AP /  P.AP /P.AP /), and the upper bound imposes limits on the extent of the
correlation.
The upper bound in Theorem 10 can only be tight if there are two-dimensional partial orders
whose chain polytopes approximate the shape of an ellipsoid (ellipsoids are the extremal cases
in Santalo´’s Inequality). This seems unlikely to be possible, as chain polytopes have, in this
context, rather few vertices. Thus we define the number  to be the supremum, over all
two-dimensional partial orders P , of
 .P/ D
 
e.P/e.P/
nW
!1=n
:
(As usual, n is the number of elements of P .)
Theorem 10 tells us that   =2 ’ 1:5708. The best lower bounds we have been able to
find for  come from the family Qn of half-grids: these are defined on vertex set TnU  TnU by
setting .i; j/ < .k; l/ if both j − i  l − k and j C i < l C k. The partial order Q4 is shown
below.
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FIGURE 1. The partial order Q4.
TABLE 1.
The values of e.Qn/ and  .Qn/ for small half-grids Qn .
n e.Qn/  .Qn/ n e.Qn/  .Qn/
2 5 1.01026 7 1:9191 1032 1.08735
3 687 1.02964 8 6:6832 1045 1.09595
4 6683685 1.04855 9 1:2834 1062 1.10315
5 8:5747 1012 1.06422 10 1:7253 1081 1.10927
6 2:3163 1021 1.07695 11 2:0087 10103 1.11452
12 2:4545 10128 1.11907
It is fairly easy to see that the Qn are self-dual, but there seems to be no easy way of counting
or even closely estimating their number of linear extensions for general n. Table 1 gives the
first few values.
We do not know whether the values .Qn/ continue to increase with n. In any event, we have
   .Q12/ ’ 1:11907, and this can in fact be improved slightly, using an idea from [13],
as follows.
For any two-dimensional n-element partial order P , define N .P/ by taking four copies
P1; : : : ; P4 of P , and putting x 2 Pi below y 2 Pj when .i; j/ 2 f.1; 3/; .1; 4/; .2; 4/g (i.e.,
substituting a copy of P for each element of the four-element partial order N ). Then it is easy
to check that N .P/ is two-dimensional, with N .P/ D N .P/. Furthermore, one can verify
that
e.N .P// D e.P/4
"
1
2

4n
2n

C 1
2

2n
n
2#
;
and so  .N .P// D  .P/ f .n/ >  .P/, where f .n/ D ( 14 .xn C 1=xn/21=4n and xn Dp
.4n/WnW2=.2n/W2. We deduce from this (i) that  .P/ <  for all two-dimensional par-
tial orders P (i.e., the supremum in the definition of  is not attained), and (ii) that  
 .Q12/ f .144/ f .576/ : : : ’ 1:123. We tend to believe that  is less than 1.2.
Let us look at a few consequences of Theorem 10. First, note that we may use it to approx-
imate e.P/e.P/ to within a factor of about .=2/n=2, for any two-dimensional order P , by an
exceptionally simple deterministic algorithm! This may not seem very impressive, especially
as there is a polynomial time randomized algorithm to approximate e.P/, for any partial order
P , to within any desired multiplicative constant—this is a consequence of the algorithm of
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Dyer, Frieze and Kannan [6] for approximating the volume of a general convex body, since
much refined by many authors. However, deterministic approximation of e.P/ seems to be
much harder. The best polynomial time deterministic algorithm known for approximating
e.P/, for P a partial order, is due to Kahn and Kim [8], who use geometric techniques to
approximate e.P/ to within a factor of about en=2. The approximation we obtain for e.P/e.P/
is tighter, although there seems to be no obvious way to use this to approximate e.P/ on its
own, for P two-dimensional.
Theorem 10 also gives bounds for the number of linear extensions of a random two-
dimensional order, i.e., a partial order generated by intersecting two independent random
linear orders of TnU. Let the random variable E2.n/ be the number of linear extensions of a
random two-dimensional order. Part (a) of the following result can be proved using the meth-
ods of Brightwell [4] (that paper deals with random k-dimensional orders for general k; the
methods of [4] can be adapted to give somewhat better constants for the special case k D 2),
and part (b) is taken straight from [4].
THEOREM 11. (a) With probability tending to 1 as n!1,
..1C o.1//e−3=2n1=2/n  E2.n/  ..1C o.1//2n1=2/n :
(b) For any real ,
P.j log E2.n/− E log E2.n/j > n1=2 log n/  2 exp.−2=2/:
Theorem 11(b) says that E2.n/ does not vary too much. In particular, if P is a random
two-dimensional order, then P is also distributed as a random two-dimensional order, so
Theorem 11(b) implies that, with probability tending to 1 as n!1,
j log e.P/− log e.P/j  n1=2 log2 n:
To the order of accuracy we are working to here, this means that e.P/ and e.P/ are effectively
equal. Applying Theorem 10 thus gives us the following substantial improvement on the
constants appearing in Theorem 11(a).
THEOREM 12. With probability tending to 1 as n!1,
.1− o.1// 1p
e
n1=2
n
 E2.n/ 

.1C o.1//
r

2e
n1=2
n
:
It is very likely that purely random methods can give some improvement on Theorem 11(a),
but it seems to be a very tough challenge to improve either of the constants in the bounds in
Theorem 12. Indeed, by far the best hope would seem to be to improve the upper bound on
 . Alternatively, it could be that a random two-dimensional order P is a good candidate for a
high value of .P/, and accurate estimates in the random case might improve the lower bound
for  ; we have not attempted any computational experiments along these lines. However, at
present this would seem to be a case where extremal techniques give better results than random
methods.
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